
Yes, really A little Not really

1 You enjoy revising with friends, asking them questions.

2 You like to take tests often and ask yourself quiz-type questions to revise.

3 You note down and retain knowledge thanks to  keywords.

4 You like to organise your cards with all the useful maths formulas for reference.

5 You use mini diagrams to memorise.

6 You take notes in an organised way, with dashes for example.

7 You study by moving around and standing up rather than always sitting down.

8  You like to listen to music while revising and working, it helps you.

9 You look for a third party’s opinion on what you have or have not understood.

10 You organise your own research to check what you have written and understood.

11 You like beautiful writing and beautiful sentences.

12  You like to create assumptions (what if...) to go further in your reasoning.

13 You’re more likely to choose a diary with pictures and images.

14 You like to design a table to file and prioritise information.

15 You like to touch the paper and cover of a notebook to choose it.

16 You organise a well-paced revision schedule for yourself.

17 You like collaborative and data sharing applications.

18 Great, a philosophy essay. You are in your element.

19 You keep a diary of what you have experienced during the day.

20 You like to test different techniques, different learning solutions.

21 You can easily visualise an oral exam scene and how you will behave.

22 You enjoy working outside in the sun whenever possible. It doesn’t bother you.

23 You like to write and try out new pencils, markers and pens.

24 The way the teacher gives the lesson (tone, rhythm) helps you better remembering it.

Write down your score

Take the «Multiple Intelligences» test

DISCOVER YOUR LEARNING PROFILE
 Answer each question by ticking 1 box     At the end of the test, count the symbols     Identify where you have the most symbols     It may be that you have 2 similar results 

IntrapersonalInterpersonal Linguistic-Verbal Logical-mathematical Visual-spatial Naturalistic Musical-rhythmicBodily-kinaesthetic


